The Energy Justice Network's

Fighting Dirty Energy and Waste Facilities Workshop
Overview:
This facilitator's guide provides an introduction to fighting dirty facilities through grassroots
community organizing. It is intermediate level, and can be used to form an ambitious and effective
campaign. Community Organizing 101, Building and Structuring a Group, and Political Organizing
201 would be complementary.
Level:
201
Focus/Goals:
-Provide grassroots community activists and organizations with the tools and advice they need to defeat
proposed dirty energy and waste facilities in their own backyards
-Develop participant's understanding and articulation of their own motivations for the issues at hand
-Develop action items for a collaborative campaign
Materials:
-Flip chart/markers/tape OR chalkboard and chalk OR whiteboard and marker
-Laptop OR notebook and pen to take notes
-Handouts or projection of the “Targeting Cerrell Communities” and “Power Map” charts on page 5
-1 or 2 copies each of “The Control Game” and “File Reviews” which are at the end of this document
How to Prepare:
-Read through the whole workshop first, and familiarize yourself with the KEY at the top of page 2
-Display Brief Outline visibly, and make sure the times for each item are visible to the timekeeper
Brief Outline:
1) Introductions
2) Self-Interest
3) Targeting Communities
4) Winning
5) Research
6) Strengths & Weaknesses
7) Public Meetings
8) Action
9) Allies
10) Movement Building
11) Words of Wisdom
12) Assessment

10-15 minutes
10
10
10-15
10-15
5-10
1-2
10-15
5
1-2
2-3
5

TOTAL

about 1 hour 15 min - 1 hour 45 min

KEY, for the facilitator:
G
= something that requires group response/participation
“
= something the Facilitator should talk about/paraphrase
“”
= something the Facilitator should say more or less word for word
D
= refer to a document/resource
S
= something the Scribe needs to write so others can see
Note = a note to you, the Facilitator – don't read it out loud
Task = a task has been created, and needs to be noted, assigned, and timelined

1) Introductions - 10-15 minutes
“ G Establish roles – you are the Facilitator, still need a Notetaker, Timekeeper, and Scribe
“ G Go around – Name, what you're involved in, why you're here
2) Self-Interest - 10 minutes
“”
What motivates people strongest is their own self-interest, which can include everything from
self-preservation to altruism. This is not a good or bad thing, it's just a reality. For us to do
good work on this issue, we must be aware of this and discover our own motivations. This will
frame our entire effort, from what kinds of meetings we have, to what we want our media clips
say, to what we consider a victory. We are the people, so our interests are the people's interests.
“” G Why is this work in my own self-interest? To figure this out, we are going to split up into pairs.
Person A answers the question for 2 minutes uninterrupted, then Person B repeats what they
heard for 30 seconds, then Person B talks for 2 minutes, and Person A repeats back. Go!
“ G S Report back – what did people say? What did people learn? Why is it important to know this?
3) Targeting Communities - 10 minutes -- can be eliminated to save time, but preferably not
“”
One important point of information for us to have is the way in which communities are
targeted for dirty energy and waste facilities. It is well known that communities less able to
defend themselves are targeted for these facilities, but it is not often that we see clear proof of
this process. Just such proof has come from 2 well known studies that have been leaked:
In 1991, a public relations firm, Epley Associates, was hired to assist in an effort to build
a nuclear power plant waste dump in a community in North Carolina. They produced a 500
page “profile” of six counties, including details of local political and environmental leaders, and
a draft of the report was leaked to the press. In their evaluation, they recommended which
communities should be considered – they ruled out several towns described as “houses fairly
wealthy” or “fairly affluent,” yet recommended going after communities identified as
“distressed,” “very depressed area” or “residences of site minority-owned.”
In 1984, Cerrell Associates did a thorough evaluation of target communities for
California's Waste Management Board, to identify how likely different communities are to resist
a noxious facility, like the “waste-to-energy” incinerators that California was trying to build.
The report says that 43 major trash incinerators were planned for California at the time. Only 3
got built, and remain operating today – all in low-income / Latino communities.
D
Refer to the “Targeting Cerrell Communities” chart on page 5.
“ G What stands out to people? How does this make you feel?
4) Winning – 10-15 minutes
“”
Our goal is to win, so we need to figure out what it will take to get us there.
“”G S Who is the one person or group that has the power to give us what we want?
D
Refer to “Power Map” chart on page 5.
“”G S Following the categories on the Power Map, who has the power to affect the decision maker?
“”G S The first thing we accomplish will probably not bring us full victory – what are some smaller
steps? What order do they fall in? It's good to have at least one short and one mid-term goal.
5) Research – 10-15 minutes
“”G S In order to do good work, we need to know what's going on. Does anyone know of past or
current organizing on this issue? Is anyone in touch with anyone working on similar issues?
“”G S Is there anything else we need to research?
Task Assign a name and report back date for any research needs
“” G We might need to review files at a state agency. Will 1 or 2 people volunteer to read and report
back to the group on a 2-page resource on file reviews?
Task Give someone “File Reviews...” and set a time for them to report back to the group
Note There may need to be more done here – that is up to you to assess. Make sure the group feels
comfortable leaving this topic – feel free to assign someone to contact EJN for help here.

6) Strengths & Weaknesses – 5-10 minutes -- can be eliminated to save time
“”G S What are 5 strengths of the group, and how will this impact the campaign? Does anyone here
have skills or connections that haven't already been mentioned, for example fundraising, free
copies, a relevant specialty like law, etc.? What are 5 weaknesses, and how can we address
these or use them to our advantage?
7) Public Meetings – 1-2 minute
“” G We might need to attend or host public meetings in the coming months. These can be a great
opportunity if we know what we're doing. Will 1 or 2 people volunteer to read and report back
to the group on a 5-page resource on public meetings called The Control Game?
Task Give them “The Control Game” and set a time for them to report back to the group
8) Action – 10-15 minutes -- can address at next meeting, if it's too soon or if you need more info
“ G S Meetings are fun, but we can't win without taking action. What are some actions we could do to
put pressure on the decision-maker? When can we do them? Who will bottomline them?
“ Task Narrow down the items to those the groups actually wants to do and thinks it can accomplish.
Each action should have a timeframe and a bottomliner assigned to it – as appropriate, ask who
wants to contribute to each action and how, one by one, until there is a working group for each.
9) Allies – 5 minutes
“”G S Are there other groups who would have an interest in working on this issue? Do we want to tap
into the energy of student groups? Do we have any connections or potential connections?
“ Task Put a name, timeline, and way to get involved next to each group mentioned.
10) Movement Building – 1-2 minutes
“”
While this may be new to us, we are amongst countless other communities trying to stand up for
themselves – we are strong because we are many. It's important that we treat our activity as
part of something larger – we owe it to other people not to advocate for “solutions” that will
end up hurting other communities, and to follow this issue to help the next town after we win.
11) Words of Wisdom – 2-3 minutes
“”
Last words of wisdom, from the founder of the Energy Justice Network Mike Ewall:
1. Start early.
2. Get local government on your side as early as possible. Never give up on this point.
3. Get local government to listen by restoring democracy with people power. If your local
politicians are abominable, work to replace them.
4. Use local ordinances. Local law (zoning law in particular) is quite powerful and can be used
to safeguard your town and county's rights.
5. Get the people power by exposing people to the truth with local media, and your own media.
6. Get the truth through good research and networking.
7. Don't be afraid to go door to door!
8. Be visible and innovative. Make yard signs and place them throughout town. Keep the issue
very visible so that people can't shop, walk or drive around town without noticing your issue.
9. The corporations' strength is money. Our strength is people. Fight money with people, and
use lawyers as a last resort.
10. Keep the fight local. This keeps the forum where the people are, and not in courtrooms or
capital buildings. Put twice as much energy into local organizing as experts and legal forums.
11. Learn about economic development alternatives.
12. Network like crazy. If you don't know where to start, feel free to call us at 215-743-4884.
If we don't know where to find something, we usually know someone who does.
12) Assessment – 5 minutes
“”G S What was one good thing in this workshop? One thing that could've been better?
“” G From 1 to 5, 1 being terrible and 5 being amazing, how was this workshop? (hands in the air)
Note We at EJN really appreciate feedback – please let us know how the workshop went for you.

TARGETING “CERRELL” COMMUNITIES
Demographic
Characteristic

Least Likely to Resist

Most Likely to Resist

Indicator
Strength

Region

Southern, Midwestern communities

Northeastern, Western, California

Strong

Community Location

Rural communities

Urban communities

Strong

Community Size

Small, usually under 25,000 population Large, especially >250,000 people Strong

Economic Impact

Open to promises of economic benefits Don't care or benefits are minor

Strong

Distance from Facility

Geographically beyond aesthetic affect Near the facility

Strong

Facility Employment

Hired or knew person hired by facility

No association

Strong

Age

Above middle age

Young and middle-aged

Strong

Educational Attainment

High school or less education

College-educated

Strong

Site Location

Facility placed on site of existing facility New site

Strong

Political Ideology

Conservative / Free-Market orientation Liberal / Welfare State orientation

Strong

Party

Republican

Democrat

Mild

Income

Low income

Middle and upper income

Mild

Religion

Catholics

Other

Mild

Personal Activism

Not involved in social issues

Activist

Mild

Age of Community

"Old-timer" residents of 20+ years

Residents of 5-20 years

Mild

Occupation

"Nature exploitive occupations”
Professionals *
(farming, ranching, mining), Business or
Technology-related

Mild

* The report noted: “One occupational classification has consistently demonstrated itself as a strong indicator
of opposition to the siting of noxious facilities, especially nuclear power plants – housewives.”
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THE CONTROL GAME
By Environmental Information Network (EIN), Inc.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT OR PUBLIC RELATIONS: WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
A REFERENCE GUIDE FOR RECOGNIZING POLITICAL/SOCIALCONTROL TACTICS BY POWER BROKERS, LARGE
CORPORATIONS, PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS, AND GOVERNMENT ENTITIES.
Environmental Information Network (EIN), Inc. TM
P.O. Box 280087, Lakewood, CO 80228-0087 – pjelofson@aol.com 303-233-6677
Paula Elofson-Gardine, Executive Director / Susan Hurst, Publications Director
EIN Authorized revision 2007 by Energy Justice Network (215-743-4884 / www.energyjustice.net)
Online at: www.actionpa.org/activism/controlgame.html

Tactic 1 -- Make it impossible for people to be involved: These typical control tactics set things up so that it's difficult and
inconvenient for interested parties such as the affected public to participate.
Examples:
•
•

Meetings are scheduled at inappropriate locations or times; i.e., during regular working hours, highway rush hours,
dinner times, near Christmas-time or other holidays, or deliberately conflicting times with similar interest meetings.
Strict meeting "guidelines" (like short time limits on questions/comments) and use of question cards discourages real
dialogue and keeps attendees under control. Question cards allow those controlling the meeting to choose which
questions to read. It lets them stack the deck with their own questions (while the identity of the questioner is kept secret
from the audience, so you don’t know if it’s a “planted” question); and prevents the questioner from responding with
follow-up questions or comments, which are often necessary to get complete answers or to point out faulty answers.

Variations:
•
•
•

•
•

Schedule lengthy one-way presentations that will not allow give and take exchange. This precludes the public (including
the press) from asking questions or clarifications.
Conveners may insist that all questions be held until the end, by which time people are tired, some have gone home, the
meeting area must be vacated, and the press has had to leave to meet deadlines.
Allow the public limited time, and a limited number of questions that must pertain to their predetermined set of allowable
topics; while the conveners drag out their answers, essentially filibustering away the rest of the time for the meeting -and coincidentally time for open discussion of issues and answers that many attendees showed up for.
Staff may be trained to be nice, while having been trained to handle the public by using subtle harassment or baiting
techniques, which also discourages public involvement.
The meeting moderator will sometimes hold the microphone when you ask a question, so that they have the power to pull
it away when they want your question/comment to end. This lets them control whether you can ask follow-up questions.

These tactics are used to fulfill requirements for public outreach in order to legitimize the process. If attendance is sparse it
will be blamed on public apathy, rather than a deliberate effort to exclude public participation. Reject this pretense for public
involvement. Short circuit this tactic by standing up as a group and announcing an immediate press conference that
will give the press the real story from the citizens outside of the meeting room or across the street from the building,
then get up and leave as a group. If this is not immediately possible, let the conveners know that your group will hold its own
meeting, protest, and/or press conference the next morning and will continue to inform the media of their non-cooperation on
these issues.
If they’re controlling the microphone, consider grabbing it away from them and taking control. In case people’s questions go
unanswered (or aren’t answered completely), work to get the audience disciplined enough that they won’t ask a new question
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until the previous one is fully answered. In case you aren’t given time to ask all of the questions you want to ask, bring your
set of questions written down and distribute it ahead of time, so that others in the audience know which questions aren’t being
answered and can make sure the questions are asked.
Tactic 2 -- Divide and Conquer: This is a well-established tactic that effectively places similar interest groups at odds
against each other, when they would otherwise be a formidable force for bureaucratic responsiveness and accountability.
This tactic uses existing tensions and divisions between organizations. Name this tactic as soon as you recognize it to short
circuit its effectiveness. Make sure that everyone understands what interests they share in common, and why it is in their best
interest to continue to work together. A few favorite tactics are described below.
Examples:

•

•

•
•

•

•

Many separate tables or displays are used in large banquet or meeting rooms to break a meeting up into small
discussion groups. This effectively keeps valuable information that would otherwise be revealed in the general
discussion from being heard by the larger group, which would have enhanced communal brainstorming and questioning
of the process or problem at hand. These small group discussions may then be summarized and reported back to the
larger group. Summarized discussions – even in the best intentioned groups – often don’t represent many of the critical
views raised in small groups. Sometimes, carefully-placed shills or committee members may serve as group leaders to
control group feedback. This suppresses any controversial discussions that don't fit the convener's agenda, and inhibits
networking or brainstorming on the issue.
Seating arranged in "audience fashion" delegates you to a passive role in these meetings. Short-circuit this by
playing Musical Chairs. Insist that the tables and/or chairs be moved (circle or horseshoe shape) so that everyone can be
an active participant with the conveners or presenters. Put yourselves at the same level and/or table with the power
brokers so there is no distance to allow them to feel comfortably in control (no shield). Convert their agenda to your
agenda.
Public relations campaigns (blitzes) into the community will seek out homeowners associations, service groups,
schools, and so on, to present biased, incomplete, or misleading information to sidestep opposition to mold and win over
public opinion about key issues.
Divide a large issue into many small ones. This forces people and/or organizations to fight many small battles,
dispersing their energies. Small groups working in isolation of each other may not be as effective as coordinating efforts
to maximize through solid communication and networking. Insist on being able to discuss issues as a large group so
everyone can hear and brainstorm collectively. If they refuse, have a pre-determined agreement with each other to get up
and go to the next room, or gather outside to have your own meeting. Make them follow your lead. Have your press
contacts alerted, and inform them you will be holding a press conference about their tactics in 10 minutes. Another
tactic: take bright colored (visual) duct tape, split out 2” sections and pass it down the line. Have everyone put it over
their mouths to symbolize being gagged by the meeting organizers.
Appoint a committee using key members of the public -- including appointees with views similar to the convener,
funder, or directing agency to maintain their control of the committee. Their involvement is then publicly highlighted
-- whether or not they attend or participate. Their names will be used strategically (sometimes in absentia), or photos are
used to imply consent, agreement, or consensus with the committee -- although they may object or disagree with the
viewpoint or findings of the committee. Citizens (token) used in this manner may or may not be aware of their names or
pictures being used to artificially lend credibility to the committee or findings in question. In some cases, they may be
unaware that they are considered to be a member of the committee. A so-called “consensus process” may be used to give
veto-power to those on a committee, so that industrial interests can prevent the committee from coming out with anything
critical of their interests. Such “consensus” processes have come out with pro-industry reports even when the token
environmental participants have refused to sign off on the reports (which should have blocked the consensus). These
sorts of examples show that these bogus processes are intended only to protect industry interests, but not to empower
community-minded views. Create your own “white paper” on the issue, hand it out at any meeting where they intend to
publicly roll out their plan, and have people stand out front with picket signs stating what the flaws are.
Provide enough resources to cover only part of the problem. This can include preparing only a few copies of
handouts or important documents so that self-imposed constraints prevent them from being able to provide x, y, or z
service -- while it is obvious that there is plenty of budgetary allowance for gratuities, amenities, or items that fulfill their
bias or agenda.
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Variations:

•
•

Conduct private (behind closed-door or impromptu) meetings with civic groups, government, or public officials (i.e. city
council, county commissioners, etc.) of similar political or philosophical leanings -- without informing citizens or
organizations with opposing viewpoints of these meetings.
Wrong information regarding time and location is provided -- too late to be corrected (The scavenger hunt). This ensures
that their message will be presented without all sides of an issue being recognized or openly discussed. Sometimes, the
meeting location is changed last-minute in the guise of ensuring that the meeting space will be large enough. Even worse,
some public meetings will be held far from the location of the impacted community, making it very difficult for those
most affected to participate.

Tactic 3 -- Pack the Meeting: The power brokers will encourage employees to attend x, y, or z meeting. They may also
establish telephone trees (which we should be doing) to get employees and supporters to pack a meeting to simulate public
support for their position on an issue, and to set the tone of the meeting.
Variation:

•

Comment or question cards are used in place of a communal microphone for participants to go to, so everyone can hear
and participate in the discussion. Their supporters will stack the deck of comment cards with time wasters, and may
continue filling out more cards throughout the meeting to defuse opposition discussion (see tactic 1 -- filibustering).

Short circuit this by meeting with your neighbors, colleagues, or constituents for a pre-meeting conference to discuss
opposition tactics and strategy that are barriers to getting your views aired. Come up with your own list of strategy and
critical points, then divide them up among yourselves. Go to the meeting prepared with fact sheets, questions, and comments
that support your views. Brainstorm with your colleagues, refine the information, then pass it around the neighborhood, or
the target audience for and after the meeting. Call the tactics as you see them occur in the meeting to defuse them. Insist on
a fair airing of the issues, within everyone's hearing.
Tactic 4 -- Economic Blackmail: When dealing with politically heated issues, especially "company town" polluters, the first
threat may be that massive layoffs will occur if they have to: change a process, stop polluting, fix safety problems, clean up
contamination, and so on. This is a Red Herring scare tactic that should be immediately brought to everyone's attention.
•

•

In 1988, the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Facility (RFP) was faced with changes that included decommissioning, the
contractor threatened massive layoffs. Economic developers and chambers of commerce predicted local devastation. To
the contrary, the cleanup has been a huge economical boost for subcontractors and RFP personnel, who have nearly
doubled the numbers of employees that were needed for full production and chemical recovery of plutonium pits for
nuclear warheads.
Retraining and educational programs have blossomed at local colleges. The people to watch are the developers,
Chambers of Commerce, City Council members, and local or county economic development and planning commissions
who will attempt to create new projects, while "dumbing down the workforce" by bringing in minimum wage workers for
cleanup jobs, lay off union people, and funnel profits to special interest chums. Stay united, call that tactic, and make
them accountable.

No one likes to be picketed, boycotted, or pictured negatively in the press – these tactics are relatively easy to implement.
Tactic 5 -- Give the appearance of action without doing anything: When faced with an obvious need for change,
bureaucrats may try to give the appearance of taking action without actually doing anything. These tactics may sound like
this:

•
•
•

•

"We have decided to appoint an advisory, special, sub-committee, or commission to study or handle the problem. We
want (or need) members of our group to volunteer assistance because we do not have money for staff."
"Your knowledge, input, or time is so valuable (and so on), we would like you to help us with x, y, or z to work out
solutions" (but they will fail to assimilate your information, suggestions, or concerns).
"We would like to help you by doing x, y, or z for you" -- but the reciprocal help never appears (carrot on the stick).
"We plan to issue a policy or statement regarding that problem next week, month, year..., so that everyone will know
what to do in the future..." Beware of bureaucrats stealing your uncompensated time to tie you up, keeping you out of
circulation in the community. Volunteerism can be abused, becoming a time quicksand.
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Don't accept inconsequential actions, excuses, and "donothingitis". Set a reasonable amount of time for genuine action,
and then tell everyone that you expect action by that date. Think twice before joining "study committees or advisory groups"
that are not policy-changing bodies that have no real power to do anything about the issue or problem in question, are funded
and directed by your adversary, or by those that represent the other side of your issue. There may not be an accurate record
of what has happened from the beginning, during, or at the end of these efforts. Refusal to allow the recording of meetings,
or have an accurate paper trail to document important meetings and proceedings is a serious red flag of cover-ups and
problems. Participate in these meetings as an observer and go to collect information, but do not serve as a member if you
don’t want to be used to give legitimacy to their process. If you do participate in the process, make sure that they allow for a
“minority report” to be issued on any decisions where your concerns might otherwise be ignored in any final product that the
committee creates. Find out if any “committees” actually have any decision-making powers, or will make recommendations
to those that do.
Tactic 6 -- Give them a Red Herring, or Get them to Chase the Wrong Bunny: This is an issue or information offered to
belittle, patronize, or confound and derail your efforts. When a bureaucrat tries to change the subject from what you are
concerned about to what they want you to focus on, they are using a "Bait and Switch" routine.
Examples:
•
•

"I don't know what you're talking about; You don't know your facts; That issue is not important; Why are you interested
in that issue?; You have not done enough research; You aren't an expert; Your issue is beside the point, irrational,
emotional, or not practical; Why don't you check into, or work on x, y, or z, instead?"
Engaging attendees in detailed explanations or debates that are intended to sidetrack the issue of concern, hoping that in
the heat of debate, you will: Give up, get tired, go home, and forget the key issue.

Be aware of time wasters that will eat up meeting time, and are designed to wear you down. When confronted with this
tactic, don't get side tracked. You don't have to be an expert to ask questions, ask for information, or to have concerns.
Write notes throughout the meeting -- this will help keep you on track. Stick to the issues you want to discuss, while making
a special note to follow up, or address the other person's issue later, if they genuinely desire to do so.
Tactic 7 -- Refuse to give out information, or make it impossible to get: Bureaucrats plan that this tactic will discourage
you, so that you will give up and go away. The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) format may have to be invoked to get
cooperation. You must know what information you need, what agency to request it from, and what to look for. The "Key and
Lock" buzzwords and descriptions must be included, or the very information you seek may be withheld from you.
Examples:

•
•

Bureaucracies protecting damaging information may try to charge exorbitant fees for information to be searched,
copied, and sent to you. Request fee waivers based upon public interest needs and public right-to-know laws.
The requester may be flooded with huge amounts of useless information that is out of order and out of date. This is
called a data dump in legal circles. This is a common tactic used by legal rivals on cases to eat up valuable pre-trial
discovery time. It takes a critical eye, speed reading, and some research or historical knowledge to be able to weed
through the useless information to find what you want.

To deal with the system effectively, you need the facts. If you have the facts, the system has to deal with you more openly.
Democracy depends on people having the information needed to allow meaningful input and interaction with the system.
The refusal to give out information may sound like this:
•

"We don't have that information; x, y, or z is not in today, and I'm not authorized to fulfill this request; We can only give
out a summary (They decide what is meaningful, included, excluded, or redacted); Why do you think that's important?;
Justify your interest, or legitimize your need; We don't think you need that information."

Recognize these tactical phrases meant to put you off the track of the information you need to level the playing field with
your opponent, and don't accept lame excuses for non-performance or non-compliance.
The Government in the Sunshine Act legislation was passed by the U.S. Congress to discourage clandestine or private
meetings of government bodies or officials for the purposes of excluding general public or interested parties. You can find
links to several good resources on the federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) at www.actionpa.org/activism/ (see links
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at the bottom of the page). The last link is to the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press’ Open Government Guide,
which provides details on state-level Open Records and Open Meetings Laws (which apply to state and local governments
and public schools). Unless you’re dealing with a federal facility, most environmental permitting will be at the state level.
Know your rights.
You usually have the right to audio or videotape public meetings, as long as your recorder is visible and provided that you’re
not obstructing the functioning of the meeting. If you have the capability, always videotape public meetings. It keeps people
more honest and ensures that you have a record of the meeting that you control (don’t rely on the other side providing you
copies of their own recordings).
At public meetings, be prepared with your own sign up sheets, since the other side will often have people sign in when
entering the meeting, gathering their contact information so that they can follow up with their side of the story. People tend
not to question who will get the sign-up sheets and what will be done with them. It’s best to go prepared with your own and
with clipboard (unless you can get your own table) and set yourself up so that people run into you before they get to any
official welcome/sign-in tables run by your opposition. People will tend to sign just once… on the first sign-up sheet they
encounter. Always ask for name, phone, email and address, in that order of importance. Make sure those who attend know
who gets the signup sheets and what will be done with them. If you can get those running the meeting to commit to sharing
the sign-up sheets with your organization, all the better. If it’s a public meeting (sponsored by a governmental body), the
sign-up sheets may be public documents that you can request later with right-to-know laws.

STRATEGIES TO SHORT CIRCUIT THE CONTROL GAME
•
•

•

•
•
•

AS SOON AS A TACTIC HAS BECOME APPARENT, LABEL IT: When you name that tactic publicly, it loses its
power. You can counter these tactics with a minimum of wasted effort by keeping the lines of communication open with
your colleagues and other similar interest organizations.
BE OBSERVANT OF INTERACTIONS, TACTICS, AND WHO MAY BE CALLING THE SHOTS BEHIND
THE SCENES: Recognize that although individuals make up the bureaucracy, they should not be the targets of your
efforts. Evaluate where strategic counter-tactics would be the most effective. Good mottoes to keep in mind. Always go
to the top, and the squeaky wheel gets fixed.
DO NOT ALLOW BUREAUCRATIC FIGUREHEADS TO LABEL YOU as a troublemaker, or as someone with
emotional or personal problems (i.e.: "Psychiatrically" linked to a site or set of issues, don't have a life because you
volunteer a lot of your time, are a paid staffer or knowledgeable citizen, so your opinion doesn't count, or don't have "x"
number of constituents behind you.) to legitimize side stepping serious issues and/or your concerns. Be alert to the
evaluative patronizing concern look. This is contrived to give the appearance of questioning your mental or emotional
stability to elicit a reaction. Keep cool and don't give them the reaction they want from you. Any person might become
dedicated to seeking solutions, and become angry or frustrated over the distancing treatment bureaucracies and
corporations use to keep the public at arm's length over difficult issues.
MAKE YOUR ISSUE OR ADVERSARY AN OBJECT OF INTENSE STUDY: Never stop questioning your
previous conclusions about them. Get all the information you can and keep getting it. Put this information to productive
and meaningful use, then network it around.
NEVER RELAX AFTER A VICTORY, and don't underestimate the power of determination.
RENEW YOUR OWN OUTREACH REGULARLY by having current concerns and information prepared and ready
to distribute at every opportunity. Use their meetings for opportunities to pass out your own targeted information. Use
several people to see that all attendees end up with copies of your information. Ask local copiers or businesses to help
duplicate materials.

EIN – A think-tank involved in researching and analyzing hazardous waste and radiotoxic environmental information
and issues in order to disseminate technical information for public education.
PLEASE NOTE: EIN is a 501(C)(3) non-profit public education and networking organization that accepts contributions. Permission is
granted for copying or transfer of this publication, so long as contact information for EIN is kept intact. The EIN logo is a unique
trademark that belongs exclusively to EIN. The EIN logo may not be copied or isolated from EIN publications for use by other
organizations or individuals, without specific written permission from the trademark owner, Paula Elofson-Gardine. Our thanks to
Mike Ewall and Energy Justice Network for their help in updating and distributing this publication.
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File Reviews at your State Environmental Agency
Here are the basics on reviewing files at your state
environmental agency:

NY: http://www.dec.ny.gov/about/255.html
OH: http://www.epa.state.oh.us/new/directions.html

A "file review" is where you go to an agency's regional
office and look at the records they have on a facility
that the agency has dealt with.

Arranging a File Review
Look up the regional office that covers the county where
the existing or proposed facility is (or would be) located.
The site should have phone numbers you can call plus
directions to their regional offices. Call the main
regional office number and ask for the "file room" or
"records management" or just tell them that you'd "like to
schedule a file review."

This guide will lead you through the most likely steps,
but it's not always easy to find what you need.
Sometimes the relevant information is at the level of
"land use" decisions, like zoning, which occur at local
(not state) levels. Sometimes relevant information will be
with federal agencies or other state agencies, including
public health, OSHA, or even homeland security. State
environmental agencies have files on operating facilities,
proposed facilities (those for which permit applications
have been submitted) and even on facilities that are
closed or which may not be a "facility" (like toxic waste
sites and such). You can find all sorts of useful
information, such as:

For each facility you want to examine, they'll want to
know at least the facility name and the county that it's
located in. Sometimes it's as easy as saying which
facilities you want to look at and they'll give you a date
when you can come in. Sometimes you may need to put
a request in writing or jump through other hoops to get
your appointment. If they ask you which files you'd like
to see for the facility (or facilities) you're asking about,
they're wanting to know if you want to limit your request
to just a certain program area (like air, water, waste, etc.).
Always ask for all files for the facility. It's all potentially
interesting and sometimes paperwork will be misfiled in
the wrong folder, anyway.

• background on the corporation(s) involved
• details on their existing/proposed operations
• permitted emissions limits
• disputes between the company and the environmental
agency
• information on related companies or other facilities
where the facility's waste products go
• violations and fines

They may want to know the names of everyone who will
be doing the file review. You don't have to tell them that
you're with an organization (they'll probably ask what
company you're with, since they're used to dealing with
corporations). You can just say that you're a private
citizen and that's okay.

To review files, first find your agency here:
http://www.epa.gov/epahome/state.htm
If your state has more than one agency, usually one will
be related to "conservation" or "natural resources" (these
are the folks who sell off the rights to your state forests
and other public lands). The agency that has files on
polluting industries that you may be researching is
usually the other one. Most state agencies have regional
offices that do the actual work of reviewing pollution
permit applications, giving out permits and doing
inspections. The files you'll want to look up are usually
in this regional office, not the main agency office in your
state's capital.

Depending on how busy their office is, your appointment
may be scheduled for 1-4 weeks away. It'll be during a
work day. You may get a reservation for the entire day.
It can sometimes take a whole workday to review alarge
set of files, so go in early and plan to spend at least a few
hours there unless it's only one proposed facility and a
very small file. If you expect to be reviewing large
amounts of files, try to have 2-4 people doing the review.
Doing a File Review
Ask that any digital documents relating to the facility be
made available for review and copying as well (and bring
a flash drive or blank CD if you can, in case they let you
copy files and want to charge you for CDs). There's a
good chance that paper files you'll see will also be on
their computers somewhere, especially if it's a document
that looks computer-generated and written by staff.

Finding the agency's regional office might require some
fishing around on their website. Look for anything
labeled "agency locations" or "regional offices." You
may need to first find "about," "contact us" or"site map"
links to find this info. Here are some examples of
regional office websites:
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Printed emails are also probably on their computers
somewhere – in some states, your open records law will
give you the right to electronic copies.

• There are often disputes and other juicy info you can
find in correspondence files, which tend to be less
technical than other documents you'll find.
• Copy the permit application (unless you can get a
digital copy) and anything that provides any insight into
environmental impacts (air emissions, waste products,
fuel supply, infrastructure, water use, etc.).
• If it's an existing facility, look for inspection reports and
copy anything that looks like it may indicate improper
management of the facility or violations.
• Find out where their waste products go, if possible.
• Copy anything relating to the company's background
and history.
• Copy introductory information that explains the basics
of how their facility is supposed to work.
• Copy anything that gives insight into which other
companies they deal with (get waste from, sell to, etc.)
and which other communities are impacted by them.
• Copy anything marked confidential (you may not find
this later, as they're supposed to be removed).
Don't spend too much time reading everything. If it
looks remotely interesting, copy it and move on. Read
the details later.

Before spending time and money copying them, ask if
they have the documents on a computer anywhere in the
agency. They may not be used to dealing with this sort of
question and you need to grill them with questions, first
establishing whether they exist on a computer at all. You
might need to ask very specific questions like who
created the document and how? Did they use a typewriter
or a computer? Do they delete their computer files once
they print them? These may seem like passive aggressive
questions, but without poking at them with these sorts of
inquiries, you may get the run-around. They may argue
that as long as you have the paper version, you don't have
a right to a digital copy. They may also argue that the
digital copy was deleted or isn't technically a "public
record" that you have a right to.
You may need to carefully review your state's open
records law for details on this type of thing. Sometimes
it's worth going above the heads of agency staff people
and speaking to their lawyers. They know whether you
have a right to something and pressing them will
sometimes result in digital documents surfacing that
aren't even in the paper files at all. See rcfp.org/ogg/ for
details on your rights under your state's Open Records
law.

Confidentiality
The rules for this vary but in many places information is
withheld just because a company designates it as
“confidential.” Also, the rules may specify that they have
to tell you when they are withholding files, and give a
reason. After a pass through the files, it's a good idea to
ask if anything has been withheld as "confidential" or for
some other reason. Some common reasons are
"enforcement" or "criminal investigation" or "attorneyclient work product." You probably won't be able to see
these files, but just knowing they exist can be helpful.

They may give you something like 10 free copies, but
after that, it can get expensive. If at all possible, bring a
portable copier as they may charge a lot (10 cents/copy or
more) for using their copier. It's cheaper to use your own.
Ask in advance whether this is acceptable. It usually is.
In addition to going in to review files, you can call the
regional office and speak to someone (probably in "air
quality" or "waste management") to ask about the status
of any permit applications relating to the facility. They
can tell you if a permit is being considered or not and
what stage in the process it's in.

Attitude
Agency staff can be really helpful. One of them may
even slip you information if they have some sense that it
won't lead back to them. It makes sense to try to gain
their confidence – try and be nice, and if they do help you
out let them know you don't consider them personally
responsible for anything.

What to look for:
• Look for anything referring to "Notices of Violation" (it
might be referred to by an acronym like "NOV") and
copy them.
• Read over correspondence files and anything that looks
like back-and-forth between the company and the agency
over permits or anything. Often a company will apply for
a permit and get things wrong in their application and the
"deficiencies" will be pointed out by the agency.

------------File reviews can be productive but also sometimes tricky
– rules vary, and you can find unexpected things. If you
come across something of interest or need help beyond
what agency staff can provide, give us a call, and we can
find someone who knows the issue and location well
and/or just help you through the process ourselves.
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